THREE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEM
OF COGNITION AND HUMAN
SYMBOLIC CAPACITY
Representations of Symbolic Capacity 1 as a synchronous and structural vortex, depending on functional and anatomical connectivity, both in normal developing brains functioning as a control group, as well as in relation to mild intellectual disabilities (MCI), as
well as with people with autism, and regarding the framework of the Three-dimensional
System of Cognition (STC - B. Moreno, 2017)2.
They are broken down into sections and the following infographics sheets:
1.- Brain anatomy and dimensions of cognition (STC system)
2.- Local connectivity of information integrating areas
3.- Laws of Fechner and Sheppard-Metzler, the cerebral cortex and coupling through the corpus callosum between hemispheres, the arousal based on “Kw” and
subcortical areas, as well as with S.A.R.A. in the <STC> coordinate frame
4.- Global connectivity and brain synchronization (with “MEG” detection): with the
vortex figuration. Connectivity with mild intellectual disabilities MCI regarding
control group
5.- Hemispheric connectivity with detection by “fRMI” with disabled autistic intellectuals, regarding the control group as a reference
6.- Global connectivity and cycles (with EEG associated with MEG, fMRI and
synchronization)
7.- Anatomical-functional connectivity for decision and prediction (from symbolic
and probabilistic simulation in the <STC> coordinate frame)
8.- “Afferent-Efferent” connectivity of the central nervous system and the peripheral nervous system.
9.- Anatomical and synchronous connectivity of the central nervous system.
Barcelona, 24/09/2019 Benigno Moreno.
Moreno, B. (2019). The symbolic capacity (in preparation for publication, R.P.I .: B-2349-19)

Moreno, B. (2017). Sensory-Cognitive Interaction in the Visual Domain. Model of a Three-dimensional System of Cognition (STC).
https://ingit.es/web/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/TFM-B.-Moreno5.pdf
Website www.ingit.es, Projects, Neuroscience and Psychology.
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CASUISTRY
- We consider the present study, an extension of the paper <The symbolic capacity>, referenced in note 1, and which is
essential to keep in mind throughout the development of the following pages.
The neuronal clusters (engrams), and their synchronic relationships (Hebb's associative law, MEG magnetoencephalography measurements, fMRI, cerebral tractography), are the base structure for the existence of <Symbolic Capacity>, established in meaningful information symbols with meaning, and as an internal world (in which “everything in the external world
has its name” - Hellen Keller), with a high degree of respective isomorphism; in the same way and transitively, there is an
equivalent isomorphism with the environment of the usual biological niche in which the behavior and capture of sensitive
perceptions by the human organism is developed.
This environment if it did not have in the neuronal clusters, a high degree of correspondence, organic survival would not
occur. If the surrounding environment, for each object-event (OS) of the same, did not correspond to a high degree, its
existence, presence and occurrence that occurs correlatively would not be verified. On the other hand, a symbol, normally
represents with delicacy, the structure of the neuronal clusters that enhance the symbolic capacity (shown with combs of
microelectrodes3 -in apes- and in the analysis of engrams4 -Tower Effield image-); of course, also observed, in a highly
isomorphic way. This could not be otherwise, so that the transitivity of the actions and the perceptions have coherence and
do not annul each other because they do not rely on feed-back, suppressing the isomorphic deity (in fact, the ability of the
signal that unites them), or seen holistically, the unity of: environment-neuronal clusters-symbols, would cease to occur in
organically developed elements.
Indeed, it is the organic development that has in the child the neural bases with the potential that he shows in his final
state of language, in the Universal and Generative Grammar of Chomsky. But that primarily, and interacting with the human
cultural environment of speech, it causes the neural clusters of the Broca and Wernicke area of language to be activated,
and produce as a paradigmatic example the <verbal irruption> of the vocabulary of language, from of the 18 months of life
of baby-children. The observable facts of speech development are clear, measurable and empirical.

TERMS
- The infographics that are displayed below place an anatomical frame in three-dimensional coordinates of the
Three-dimensional Cognition System (STC), referenced in note 2.
The main brain MODULES, are presented in infographic 2, in an anatomical spatial location with dimensional simplification.
The modules are groups of neurons that have the same recognized function and are spatially grouped, interconnected and
close; for example, in the cerebral cortex: Broca's area, Wernicke's area, homunculus of Penfield motor areas, homunculus of
Penfield somatosensory areas, visual areas V1, etc.
The temporal VORTICES of synchronous action (in the same way that the "modules" are of spatial proximity, here in the
vortices, indicate that the proximity is temporary). The first appear in infographic 4, but continue in 5, 6 and 8.
The vortices come from the interaction or crossing of signals between distant neuronal zones, achieving a <temporal
proximity> in their activity, within a single hemisphere, centered in the thalamus, but manifesting in the cortex, or in both
hemispheres, centered in the center of the corpus callosum, with a Gauss curve of probability that reflects them.
DIMENSIONS, are psychophysical and anatomical-functional agents with simplification of the relationship in the modules
(spatial grouping of neuronal clusters), and in vortices (temporal clusters with synchronous proximity) of connectivity in
hemispheric activation through each of the thalamus afferent, in the brainstem also afferently, and between hemispheres
through the corpus callosum The dimension is a mathematical construct that is deduced in algebraic arithmetic when we
need to explain after the real numbers, the complex numbers. With two dimensions this reality of the plane is explained.
These numbers are a tool that allows to solve in Physics, complex problems. From wave theory, to electricity, from Newtonian Physics, to relativity and quantum mechanics. Here, we will apply it from psychophysics with STC, to cerebral anatomy:
with a three-dimensional STC system in each hemisphere. There are the dimensions constituted by units "1", real number,
and units "i", imaginary number, allowing to formalize the geometric plane in algebraic form, as we see here below, deducing the value of "i", in terms and since the real value "1".


by similarity: 1 / i = i / -1  i2 = -1  i = √ -1




The independence of "1" and "i" is complete, except for its common coordinate origin, which is in "-1" "0" "+1" fundamental to what follows
3 Joni Wallis (2006-2009-2010) / 4 Mongnillo et al. (2017)
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DESCRIPTION
- The physical vortex, and the statistical distribution, tending to a Gaussian curve, are different things, but they describe
the same phenomenon at a different level, and the second one shows a detection shown by the MEG and the fMRI
(infographics 4 and 5).
The description of the Gaussian curve responds to the connectivity of signals within the brain in response to the temporal
proximity or synchronicity, which in synapse establishes Hebb's law as an associative and reinforcing phenomenon. The
central theory of the limit in statistics, establishes the tendency to agglutinate greater statistical cases of the studied
signal, around a center than at the ends of the coordinate involved: the descriptive level is that of the <theory of detection of signals> (sdt; signal detection theory), in the case of phenomena within the brain, locally and as a whole. This is
stated in order to systematize the intercom process that involves the flow of signals between different parts or between
subparts in local modules, which needs to be approached systematically as in Tononi integrated information theory, for
example, but with foundation as statistically as possible with population contrast groups that are physically recognizable.
The physical description of the vortices can be similar to what happens in the atmosphere with tornadoes, or in a pipe
through which a fluid passes creating turbulent phenomena such as cavitation. In cerebral psychology they obey something that has not yet been verified, and which the proposal presented here predicts; it can occur at some level, the one
that is detected experimentally, and if the hypothesis is correct, be phenomenologically measurable.
It will not happen in all cases, because although there is a sign of signals with biological indicators such as the case of
mild disability with MEG, or autism with fMRI, they are indicated as a lower activity in connectivity or in the activity of the
areas involved. They do it on the other hand, with respect to the group of control groups of people in normality, and they
detect it comparatively, but it may be that at a low level, there are still no vortex phenomena. For the vortices to occur,
thresholds must be exceeded, the best known in fluids, is the Reynolds number.
This means that rhythmic oscillations of flow and reflow of signals in neurons, and that are detected in EEG electroencephalography, mean very different states of consciousness according to their level. This, in the brain system, does mean
exceeding thresholds. In infographic 6 these levels have been indicated
The side of the statistical distributions, which schematically show as the 8-10 Hz threshold of alpha waves, which differentiates REM sleep, subconscious, with waves around 5 Hz, from a waking state. Below the level around 0.5 Hz, delta waves
are characterized by the absence of dreams, without REM, which is why it is called deep sleep.
Similar levels sometimes produce anesthesia and vegetative states, denoting next to 0 Hz of activity, in a generalized
consensus, such 0 Hz as brain death. The waking state can already occur with beta and gamma waves, denotative of a
state of normal consciousness, and even of awareness around 25/40 Hz, of a meditative type, characteristic of an activity
with a special threshold of a different state, which has been controlled in the laboratory (Koch5 and others).
The synthesis of techniques presented here of MEG, EEG and fRMI, are crucial for the psychological verification. The
approach through the STC, three-dimensional system of cognition, from the combined point of view, provides a dimensional treatment of the brain, which on the other hand, psychophysics detects. Factor analysis, based on a Principal
Component Analysis (ACP), detects these dimensions experimentally, and opens the way to a unified systematic interpretation presented here.
In addition, in this analysis, the contribution of Vividnes Visual Imaging Questionary (VVIQ), affecting the first three main
components C1, C2 and C3, gives us an <explained variance> for these components from individuals with more liveliness
of images with respect to the dimensions, which goes from 62% to 73%, a leap that explains how the internalized cognitive representations and displayed by the Symbolic Capacity (understood as Hellen Keller, the deaf-mud blind with the
symbolic internalization, or as opposed to what happened to Victor de Averyron, the <wild child>, not being able to do it
in the sensitive or critical period of his development), which can underlie all the representational phenomena shown
here.
Acrónimos:
MEG: Magnetoencephalography
fRMI: Image by Functional Magnetic Resonance
REM: Random Eyes Movement
5 Koch Christof (2014) brain effects of meditation. Mind and brain 68/2014
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Local connectivity of integrated information areas.
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Fechner and Shepard-Metzler laws, The cerebral cortex and the coupling
through the corpus callosum, between hemispheres, the arousal based on
“Kw” and subcortical areas, and with S.A.R.A. in the <STC> coordinate frame
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#Gazzaniga, 2018
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INTERHEMISPHERIC COMMUNICATOR DIMENSION FOR THE STREET BODY, STABILIZING / WITH RELIABILITY
FOR COMPLETE ENCYPHAL, WITH Kw AND 1/ SS, WITH SS / RC CORTEX, ASSOCIATED BETWEEN ZONES
(PREVIOUS, BACK AND HEMISPHERE) WITH AXONIC TRACTS.
S.A.R.A.: “Ascending Reticular Activation System”
Kw = 1/ ss Reliability of connectivity between hemispheres; psychophysical indicator of the variance "Perceptual Sensory"
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Global connectivity and cerebral synchronicity (measured with "MEG" and "FRMI")
with a developed <Symbolic Capacity> and another with mild cognitive impairment.
Status with Probability Density signal
Vortex 1: (1)
Anatomical - Synchronous
with concentration of the <PLV>
by “MEG” Interhemispheric

SS

CONTROL GROUP
With "symbolic capacity"
normal development

RC

“MCI” GROUP
With mild
cognitive
impairment

RC
GREATER CONNECTIVITY => Increase in connection process
BOTTON - UP (BU) => INCREASE OF “SYMBOLIC CAPACITY”
=> Increase Cognitive Representation <RC>
(1) reference to the vortex with a certain
equivalence of R.R Llinas (2003)
"I of the vortex: from neurons to self”

SS
ES
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7fqkBgAb9nY
Magnetoencephalography (MEG)
CONTROL GROUP

“MCI” GROUP

CF: MEASURE OF “FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY”
(WITHOUT DIRECTIONALITY OF CONNECTION)
CE: “EFFECTIVE CONNECTIVITY”
(WITH CAUSAL OR CONNECTION
ADDRESS INFORMATION)
MCI: GROUP WITH SLIGHT COGNITIVE DETERIORATION
PLV: PHASE SYNCHRONIZATION INDEX
(*) <Functional and anatomical connectivity in the human
brain>. Maestú, Pereda and Pozo (2015)
<HERMES: Forwards an integrated Toolbox to
Characterize Functional and Efective Brain Connectivity>,
Niso, Bruña, Pereda, Gutierrez, Bajo, Maestú and Pozo (2013)
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These two figures differ in the PLV Phase Synchronization Index, and
two-dimensional statistical data can be displayed, with five subjects
in each group. The control group in pink and the blue group with MCI
with subjects of mild cognitive impairment, in which the links
between the sensors indicated by each cingulate point, indicate
statistically significant differences between the two groups. The PLV
phase synchronization index of the control group is higher than the
MCI (more global connectivity, between both hemispheres); the latter
represented in blue (more local connectivity in each hemisphere).
www.ingit.es

Vortex 2: (1)
<symbolic capacity> in normal development of a control group,
and another autistic group. (See differences below)
Status with Probability Density signal
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fMRI of sentence comprehension in autism. M. A. Just et al. (2004)

IT
Activity of the left hemisphere, of an Autistic Group, and of a Control
Group. The autistic group has a lower activation in LIFG than the control
group, and also has a higher activation in the LSTG area, both surrounded by a yellow circle.

LIFG: Left Lower Frontal Gyrus (Attentional Control)
LSTG: Left Superior Temporal Gyrus (Auditory Association)
LIPS: Intraparietal Sulcus
LIES: Lower Extraestriate
LIT: Temporary Lower
LFEF: Front Eye Field
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Functional connectivity for the autistic group with respect to the
control group, with less connectivity for autistic participants, than
for the control group. Activation time series data are shown for an
autistic participant and one of the control group, for each pair of
brain regions, showing that the course of time in the two regions is
similar between both groups and corresponding to the Gauss
curve. in pink above, only for the cases of "L" (Left), of the Left
Hemisphere.
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Global connectivity and cycles
("EGG", associated "MEG", " MRI" and Synchronization)
Scale Scheme SLEEP - AWARENESS AND EEG (Hz)
Sleep-wake state according to EEG

Scale scheme
SLEEP - VIGILIA
AND EEG (Hz)
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CLINICAL 0Hz DEATH

SS
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Single anatomical-synchronous, intra and interhemispheric vortex,
in waking and sleeping, connectivity unit and symbolic capacity.
DIMENSIONS <Three-dimensional Cognition System> of the right hemisphere
DIMENSIONS <Three-dimensional Cognition System> of the left hemisphere
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Anatomical-functional connectivity
for decision and prediction (from symbolic and probabilistic
simulation in the <STC> coordinate frame)
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(Complexity *: is to integrate
the differences)

Complex
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Corpus
callosum (C.C.)

Complex
Pendulation

W
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- Sensory-perceptual coding
- 3D Space Domain
Preferably
- Synthetic (set)
- Analog Preferably
(integrative function)

- Verb-acoustic coding
- t Temporary domain
Preferably
- Analytical (detail)
- Digital Preferably
(differentiating function)

SS

W

RC
(*) J. Wagensberg (1985); R. Margalef (1968-1972); M. Gellmann (1994)
- High effective complexity according to Gellmann (Gauss order-disorder curve)
- “Central Limit” theorem and “Complex systems to the limit of chaos
with emergent adaptive self-organization ”; as emerges "The Symbolic Capacity".

ES

RELATED BROAD ITEMS BETWEN DIFFERENTS MODELS:
sdt (Signal Detection Theory) / RIGHT HEMISPHERE

SDT (Statistical Decision Theory)

sdt (Signal detection Theory) / LEFT HEMISPHERE

SDT (Stadistical Decision Theory)

W : “World” (proximal stimulus: ES)
X : “Perception” (perceptual sensation: SS)
Ap : “Action plan” (cognitive representation: RC)

ES, SS y RC
are “dimensional
”Abstractions
of relation

- Sign-Sign (syntactic)
- Sign-Subject (pragmatic)
- Sign - Object (semantics)

Pendulous parallelogram, set-detail of the probabilistic, decision, simulation and symbolic intrahemispheric activity,
with a balance of symmetry of “complementarity” (Gazzaniga, 2018), symmetry, chirality and synchronization by the
Corpus callosum. See pendular terminology in binocular rivalry
Meaning - C1

Significant - C2
“Semiotic Triangle” of information (Rocchi, 2012) and components
main (C1, C2, C3 and C4) of the <Three-dimensional Cognition System> “STC”
- Reference
- Observer
- Instrumental Detector Device
C3 - C4
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“Afferent - Efferent” Connectivity of the Central Nervous System (CNS)
and of the Peripheral Nervous System (SNP)
State of Flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990. Flow), and in the
Perception-Action Cycle (Fuster, 2003. Cortex and mind)

Time 1: Afferent

SS

RC
Composition
Reference / Eference

Time 2: Efferent

SS
RC
ES
Time 1: Afferent

Time 2: Efferent

- (Vortex on thalamus and corpus callosum, between
hemispheres and from peripheral nervous system)

- (Somatosensory and motor negative vortex, towards
peripheral nervous system)
- Efferent Information

- Afferent Information

White matter brain
Association fibers

- Within one hemisphere

Commissures

- Connect hemispheres
- Corpus callosum

Project fibers

- Cortex
caudal areas
- Internal capsule
- Corona radiata
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Anatomical and Synchronic Connectivity of the Central Nervous System (CNS)
State of Flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990. Flow) and in the
Perception-Action Cycle (Fuster, 2003. Cortex and mind)
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RC
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ES
2 - The entity of the spiral, in its levogiro and pendular dextrogiro, is
synchronous connectivity of the central and peripheral nervous system,
that allow you to <feel yourself>, the consciousness of the O-S.
(In the “temporary” dimension)

1 - The positive and negative Vortex of connectivity’s lead to an
integration in ES-SS-RC / Thalamus coordinates - corpus callosum,
of a combined vortex, whose proposal is the spiral form *,
which can be centrifugal and centripetal in sequential time as
the informative signal (both significant and signified).
* J. Wagensberg (2004) "The rebellion of forms" = the spiral packages.

3 - The effect of this spiral on such coordinates is the awareness
of the object-events <O-S> at their origin of coordinates,
whose signals secure the point of contact between thalamus
("Adhesio"), the center of the corpus callosum, as well as the
center of afferent sink with crossing, creating another center
that crossing in the brainstem (projection from the cortex
with somatomotor humuncles). Responding to the expression:

RCOS =

OS

(ES, SS, 1/

)

SS R

4 -Seen from profile, each cerebral hemisphere is also close to
a spiral (in the profile plane of the hemispheric fissure, also
therefore in the internal "spatial" plane of both hemispheres
appear)
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